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Columbia, conwnds that· a studen.t should be required to relate
his liberal arts experience to
specific contemporary problems
through the medium of a so-called
"third tier" of intercdisciplinary
courses.
These courses would be offered
in the student's senior year after
he bad acquired a general background and undertaken intensive
work in a speciality. Certainly,
the senior student's accumulated
knowledge and his experience in
indivtdual study and research
must be counted in favor of the
"third tier" concept.
Nevertheless, it would seem illsuited to the needs o fa state university which, unlike Columbia,
graduates substantially less than
a third of its entering students.
Over 40% of our students are
gone by the end of two years, and
over 20% after one. Seemingly,
courses of the kind previously
described should be made available at the freshman and sophomore levels.
At this point it might be argued,
however, that if the "third tier"
concept is to be preferred academically to lower level study,
courses dealing with important
social problems should be scheduled in the senior year, while the
attrition problem is dealt with on
its own terms.
Reflect On Answers
Before accepting this argument, one should reflect upon the
answers to two questions: Would
the suggested approach be consistent with the "ultimate goal"
of university education set forth
in the University of New Mexico
Catalogue?
And may there not be some relationship between the absence
of inter-disciplinary, social problem courses at the freshman and
sophomore levels and our high attrition rate?
Consider again the problem of
chilled interest, even among our
more talented students. Consider
also the plight of those students
who come to the University bent
upon pursuing a particular discipline and who, finding that they
are unsuited for that discipline,
also find their prior experience
inadequate to the task of choosing an alternative.
Might not these students be
helped by opportunities at an
early stage of their academic careers to see their favored discipline and other disciplines "in

action'?" In what sense are these
considerations !'non-academic?"
Objections Discussed
A provosal to introduce a new
program of the kind suggested
might well provoke some objections both from within and without the universit ycommunity. A
few of these objections may be
briefly discussed here.
''The proposed instruction must
nece~;sarily be highly superficial
in character 1 if not intellectually
di!;honest." That there would be
an ever-present danger cannot be
denied. Nevertheless, superficiality can be avoided if coverage is
sharply limited to certain concrete examples or aspects of the
problem under consideration, and
if these examples or aspects are
thoroughly probed.
Students would profit more
broadly both by pbservation of
the probing process and by testing
the approaches developed by the
instructor against other examples
or aspects of the problem. Such
instruction would obviously require imaginative teachers and
teaching materials, and extraordinary emphasis would probably be placed on the students'
pre-class p1·eparation.
No Rpom for Program?
"In view of the University's
present curricular demands, there
is no room for such a program in
the coursework of the typical student."
This objection may be answered
in two ways: (A) Even if students we1·e to take the social problem courses in addition to everything that is presently required
for a degree it would be questionable to what extent their total
educational load would be increased. Less than half our graduates presently receive their undergraduate degrees in four yars.
Insofar as the new courses operated to avoid "false starts,"
they would tend to make-up their
own time.
(B) On principle, the addition
of the new coqrses should result
in an appropriate adjustment of
the Arts and Sciences' "group requirements" and the liberal arts'
requirements of the various professional curricula. For this purpose, the new courses should be
viewed as alternatives to the present "basic principles" courses in
relevant areas.
The "basic principles" course in
a given department would, of

Attitudes Stunt UNM
By SIDNEY SOLOMON
Professor, UNM Medical School
Any newcomer (three years at
UNM) gets a series of impressions about the community. Many
good things about the University
and New Mexico will not be discussed. I want to consider problems of growth and development
whic hare derived from faeulty
an d administrative attitudes
which need examination.
A. regional chauvinism is interfering with academic growth
here. Take economic matters. An
administrator once :remarked to
me that he considers the· New
Mexico weather is worth about
15 per cent of a faculty member's
salary. Such arrogance is overwhelming; This attitude assumes
that everyone like desert weather
in spite of the fact that many
find all this sunshine quite monotonous.
For scholars, the intellectual
environment is at least as import~
ant as the physical environment.
If climate is indeed important, it
seems only reasonable to increase
salaries to compensate for the
limited intellectual atmosphere of
this community. Finally, such an
attitude fails to come to grips
with the real issues invp)ved in
employing a professional: does
the university want him'! What
are his services most likely to
be worth to the university?
The latter question leads directly into a problem prevalent on
many campuses, but seems intensified on this one. A current ap·
lproach is to pay faculty accord-

ing to the avaliability of people
in the area where a faculty member is to teach. On a limited budget, such a view might be reasonable. Where this policy breaks
down is in hiring and keeping
outstanding people. It is a truism
that one does not find quality
goods at a five and ten cent store.
One does not keep recognized
scholars by paying them Woolworth wages.
Faculty salaries should be
based on meri.t, and merit must
be evaluated through services
rendered to the institution and
on the basis of the quaity of performance.. Furthermore, equal
service and quality demands equal
compensation. In keeping "aca~
demic stars," discrimination by
discipline should end.
In the short period of my stay
in Albuquerque, outstanding faculty members in the "overpppulated" fields have left because of
failure to implement the principles of equal pay for equal
service. The problem is com•
pounded here by other factors
which raise other issues. In far
too many areas, administrative
officers fail to evaluate faculty
performance and do not fight for
the recognition and reward of excellence. In discussions with some
of . these people, l)ne generally
finds the excuse offered that
standards of judgment are not
available, and one cannot say for
sure how much a man is wurth.
Although this view may be valid in general, when applied to
specific instances it is evidence
of a laek of administrative re,.
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Final Concert to Offer Unusual Works

Can 'The System' .Be Reformed?
the exploration, within the University and in the community, of
contemporary problems.
The Free University concept,
which should be viewed at least in
part, as a critique by students of
curriculum i!ladequaci.es, represents an important step in the organization of such eXPloration.
More frequent participation by
faculty members in ad hoc public
discussion~nd particularly in
discussions of an inter-disciplinary nature-will also help.
Nevertheless, the utility of
traditional academic freedom
must, for several reasons, be regarded as limited. Within the
classroom, a professor may not
ethically "introduce into his teaching controversial matter which
has no ;relation to his subject."
(AAUP. 1940 Statement of Principles).
Less clearly defined, but perhaps no less significant, considerations of professional and departmental responsibility may serve
to inhibit a professor to whise
"basic principles" course some
"controversial matter" is relevant.
Outside the classroom, the conscientious professor is inevitably
required to balance against his
desire to discuss contemporary issues both the limited time remaining after a substantial teaching
schedule and his personal commitment to, and professional obligations for research and publication. Nor can one be overly optimistic about the quality and impact of the extra-curricular discussion that does take place.
It It to the Good7
Is it necessary to the good to
liberate professors from the pressures of professional responsibility and professional criticism in
discussing issues of vital public
concern? And bow many students
wil !show up to listen in the context of a formal curriculum tliat
encourages a belief that discussion of such issues is not really
part of the educational process?
No extra-curricular program
carries the University's implicit
guaranty from the classroom
situation that what is being said,
if .not right, is at least worth being listened to.
Accessibility
In a recent report on "The Reforming of General Education,"
prepared lor the administration
of Columbia University, Daniel
Bell, a professor of sociology at
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(Continued from page 3)
lems identified by President Pusey
similarly difficult to pigeonhole?
Further, it should be evident
that the mere existence of a specific problem course within a departmental curriculum. may not insure that the Universit-y's responsibility is being adequately dis~
charged. Insofar as a problem is
cross-disciplinary, a departmental offering may serve to expose
only part of it.
Students who leave the University unaware of the several di.
mensions of a problem such as
"civil disobedience" legal, phil~
osophical and sociological-t the.
least) will be severely handicapped in functioning as "responsible members of a democratic
society."
And how accessible are the
specific problem courses that are
now being offered in particular
departments? Are they accessible
to the large number of students
who complete only one or two
years of university work, but who,
nonetheless, are charged with obligations of citizenship?
Are they accessible to extradepartmental students who, between satisfying "group requirements" and the demands of their
own majors or professional curricula, are unable or unwilling to
accumulate departmental prerequisites?
Basic Principles Courses
Under the "group requirements"
in the College of Arts and Sciences, and, to a lesser extent, under the various professional curricula, students are presently required to select a variety of fresh~
man and-sophomore level courses
in subjects outside their own areas
of concentration.
The goal of these requirements
is, of course, the proverbial liberal education. Passing the larger
questions of educational philosophy, what is important for the
present discussion is whether the
'freshman an,d sophomore level
courses most; closely related to the
:ki,nds of problems identified by
P,resident Pusey do an effective
job of educating for intelligent
decision-making.
Here, a number of questions
merit investigation: to what extent may these courses be fairly
characterized as "basic principles"
courses, in the sense that they are
structured by the varioUB depart;
ments on the assumption that the
students enrolled in the courses
will pursue advanced departmental work? Are courses so structured inherently unsuited to the
needs of the vast majority of stu~
dents, for whom the assumption
does not hold!
Specifically, if it is necessai:y
that a departmental major take
additional courses in order to appreciate the relevance of the basic
principles to contemporary problems, ho wlikely is it that a nonmajor or drop-out will be able to
~ sUch an appreciation on
his own! Once it is recognized
that intelligent decision-making
requires not only usable knowledge, but also the exercise of
trained judgment, another possible difficulty with "basic principles" courses becomes apparent.
Critical observation of the
judgmental process surely constitutes one of the more effective
means by which sound judgment
may be developed. eYt, if a professor is Unwilling to wrestle with
the disorderly facts of problems
that are meaningful to students
and to thonghtfully work toward
answers to these problems, how
can such education by example
take place~
Finally, would it be altogether
far-fetched to suspect that for
some students early confrontation
with some "basic principles"
courses may be detrimental?
.£May not an inability to perceive the relevance of what they
are studying be tending to chill
the intellectual interest of some
of our more able students?] May
not this same inability be tending to convince some students
that the academic disciplines
simply have nothing to say about
the great issues of our time?
Academic Freedom
Only recently have we begun
to tap the potential resources of
traditional academic freedom for

-

sponsibility. It is the job of a
professor to profess and of a
chairman to chair. Despite the
lack of ·an absolute frame of reference, decisions based on available information must be made
and defended. To fail to do so
leads to drift and eventual chaos.
It is my impression, however,
that the ;platitudinous defense of
a lack of decision is a rationalization. The inability to act all too
often is evidence that the administrator does not have the requi·
site knowledge and framework
upon which to act. In some areas
of this university, standards o£
quality are either absent, not implemented, or are so low as t!> be
indefensible.
The following cpntributing factors may play a role in creating
this situation: 1) the administrators do not have the "guts" t~
implement such standards. 2) the
standards of academic excellence
are based Upon provincial experi·
ences fortified by the above mentioned regional chauvinism and a
lack of knowledge about what is
going on in the rest of the academic world.
In far too many instances, when
one of our colleagues nnmes that
univei·sity to whose status we
should aspil•e, he refers to some
third - rate, recently developed
western state institution. I believe that this faculty must recognize and admit that academic
standards are being set by the
JJarvards1 the Yales, the Chiengas and the Gal Techs, and it is
to their station that we shoultl
aspire even if that station ia not
reached in the immediate fut.ure.

course, remain as the required
first course for any student desir~
ing to do advanced work in that
department. Because students
should be encouraged to "test put"
prospective specialities at an early
p,oint in their academic careers,
and because of the undoubted
value of many courses whose subject matter does not fit within
the scope of the present discussion, a student should not be per·
mitted to take mpre than two of
the new courses in any one semester.
•
But any established curriculum
should be adjusted to allow at
least one of these courses in each
semester of the freshman year,
without causing undue hardship
to the student.
It Would Interfere
"The proposed program would
constitute administrative interference with college and departmental autonomy, and with the
freedom of the individual faculty
member to pursue his. own discipline." The principles of college
and departmental autonomy arewithin their proper spheres-dynamic and liberating influence~;
in higher education.
However, as with othe1· academic enterprises, the . proposed
program should neither be created' nor implemented by administrative fiat. Responsibility for
determining its merit and, if
meritorious, its nature should
rest ultimately with the university faculty or its duly chosen
representatives. With regard to
the individual faculty member, introduction of the proposed program should represent no real
threat to his freedom.
No faculty member would be
drafted to participate, and those
who choose to participate should
receive full teaching credit for the
new courses. Thus, there would
be no long-run curtailment of opportunities for research and publication in the faculty member's
own discipline.
Moreover, the very process of
inter-disciplinary discussion may
serve to generate notable subsequent efforts to relate seemingly
disparate bodies of knowledge and
methodologies. While the success
of the proposed program would
require that no departmental or
college restraints be placed on
the freedom of valued faculty
members to participate in one of
the new courses, the department
or college affected should receive
appropriate compensatory treatment from the administration.
To!) Controversia17
"The subject matter of the
proposed courses is too controversial." But so is modem life! One
either believes in the principles
underlying traditional academic
freedom or one does not. On this
score, there can be very little
room for compromise.
Institutions of higher education are conducted for the com·
mpn good and not to further
the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common
good depends upon the free
search for truth and its free
expression." ( A A U P 1940
Statement of Principles.)
The purpose of this discussion
has been, quite simply,. to stimulate thought and inquiry on a
matter of vital concern. No effort
has been made to canvass in any
,systematic fashion the experience of other universities, although such investigation would
obviously be essential to a realistic app1·aisal of our own situation
and of the proposed program of
instruction.
In conclusion, let no one mis•
construe what has been said as
indiscriminate criticism of the
educational program of the University of New Meltico. Much of
our work has achcved eltcellence
and much more is earnestly seek~
ing excellence.
On th contrary, it is a very real
tribute to the intellectual vitality
of this University that on this
campus individual students and
professors do speak ther minds
on questions of funcamental academic policy not only freely, but
hopefully.

By BRIAN LEO
ences among the four composers
The UNM orchestra will be per- played, and then the entire quesforming its last concert of the tiop of the nature and dependa1965-66 season this Thursday, May bility of influence among com12, in the Fine Arts Center. The posers. A first point made
program will include works by definitely by Dr. Frederic!> was
Carl von Weber, Wagner, Benja- tha:t laymen generally misundermin Britten, and Bela Bartok. In stand the phenomenon of "influconnection with the concert [ in~ · ence' 'in music. He thought it
terviewed Dr. Kurt Frederick in somewhat silly that people would
his office Monday;
hear a particular phrase of music,
He seemed animated with the identifiable from the work of an
program to be offered, and dis- earlier man, so conclude a direct
tinctly interested in there being a influence, "when u.sch a phrase
large audience to hear this some- was quite independent and origiwhat unsual lineup of works.
nal."
·
Influence Discussed
An important thing then pointTalking with Dr. Frederick ed out by Dr. Frederick; a most
about the composers listed, two common situation, not really beimportant notions were persist- lieved by many people, is of
ently present; the possible influ- course that composers tend to

acquaint themselves entirely with
the music in their time, and much
earlier times, also very extensively. Dr. Frederick felt that we
today should be quite careful in
this assigning of influence in the
work of present composers, as
the forces of formal influence
upon the older composers "is still'
very speculative."
He mentioned that composers
themselves are scrupulous about
the accretion of formal energies
from other composers; "Bartok
himself, incidentally, all his life
would not teach one certain music
course, and he taught much. But
he would never teach composition."
The discussion then went toward the concert itself. Dr. Fred-
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erick felt that it would be easily
stated that this performance outlined "150 years of influence."
The composition by von Weber,
"Die Frehochutz," is about 150

15 Bills Ap
In Senate S __imt
By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Staff Writer
Tryouts for Yell Leaders for
next year will .be held May 17 in
accordance with Student Senate
Bill 27, passed as emergency
legislation by Senate at its regular meeting Tuesday night in the
Union.
The bill was one of 17 introduced and was the only one considered as emergency legislation.
Fourteen other bills were acted
on at the meeting.
Two related bill'S passed· were
Bills 10 and 16. ~ill 10 estab-

5 Civilians D.ead,
29 Are Injured in
Saigon Crossfire
By United Press International
SAIGON-A tragedy that resulted in a machinegun battle between American and South Vietnl).mese troops in the heart of
Saigon yesterday was blamed on
Communist terrorists.
The incident claimed five Vietnamese dead and wounded 29 persons, including eight. Americans.
The tragedy seemed to stem from
panic. A terrorist bomb was ex;ptoded near a

U.s.

om:cet-~11

blttet.

The explosion set off a wild, 40minute gunfight. Three of those
killed were women, and one was
a child.
-oStocks Climb a Little
WALL STREET - The stock
market gained a little yesterday
but not much. Initial buying was
trimmed toward the close.
Despite the trimming, brokers
said they were pleased with the
Upswing. They said it helped relieve some of the jitters but they
could not determine whether the
rise was merely a technical rally
or a decisive break in the previous
three"'sessions which have resulted in sharp dow.ntrends.
The Dow-Jones Industrial Average bounded with an initial
12.03 upturn at the end of the
first hour of trading. Later, however, the market closed with the
Do-Jones Industrial figures showing an increase of 8.68 at 895.48.
-o-Rent Subsidy Plan Passes
WASHINGTON - Administration forces came .through with a
narrow victory yesterday in the
House on President Johnson's beleaguered rent subsidy plan.
The House voted 192 to 188 to
(Continued on page 7)

Viet Nam Talk
Major Daniel Mayers, USA,
who has just returned frqm
VietNam will deliver a lecture
Thursday, May 12, at 7:30p.m.
in the recreation room of Alvarado Dorm.
A 'Small arms expert, the
Major will speak on what the
Cietnatnese army is doing,
wht athe Viet Cong is doing,
and what the United States is
doing in that war-torn country. The speech will not debate
political issues but will concentrate on the cultural aspects
affecting the war. Major Meyers will supplement his lecture
with slides.
The lecture is being sponsored by the Cultural Committee of Alvarado dorm and the
public is invited. Coffee wilt be
served.

years old, and was described to me
as a ve~;y "open" piece in the
string sections, quite difficult to
play.

lishes an ad hoc committee to coordinate through the Action for
Education program efforts to slipport the Nov. 8 bond issue providing funds for higher education in New Mexico. Bill 16 is a
resolution expressing Senate's
support of the bond issue,
Bill 9 was passed to set up a
Lawbook Revision Committee to
examine and recodify the laws of
Senate at least every three years.
This committee would examine
the existing Jaws and revise and
modify them as needed.
Bill 7 pas'Sed and defines the
terms of office for appointees to
executive agencies of student government.
Bill 11 states that no member
of any judicial body may serve
on another judicia] body.
Constitution Ratified
Bill 12 ratifies the constitution
of the New Mexico Association
of College Student Governments
and approves the membership of
UNM in that body,
Bi1l 2 establishes a contract for
the Associated Students secretary
and defines the terms and salary
of her employment.
Bill 1 provides for educational
grants of $315 to the Attorney
General and $225 to the Executive Administrative Assistant for
their one-year terms.
Bill 5 defines the requirements
for a quorum for Associated Students government bodies and committees.
Bill 6 is a resolution requesting
tha-t the ASUNM 'rreasurer pt'esent monthly .6nancia1 reports to

MICHAELE NIEVES, Clovis freshman, models
a western style bathing suit to be featured in the
Fiesta style show May 19. Stores participating
are Coopers, Dan's Boots and Sandles, Simon's,

and Sears Coronado. The style show will be held
at 7 p.m. on the Hokona patio. Mrs. Norma Manson is commentator. (Photo by Hindley.)

Enthusiasm Is l-ligh
For Free University
The Free University, now in
its fourth week, has maintsined
the interest of students and teachers.
"I think it's one of the most ex'citing things I've been connected
with,'' said Barbara Knott. Miss
Knott is teaching a course entitled "Psychedelic Drugs" ,which
she described as "an evaluation of
LSD, peyote, mescalin, and other
drugs."
Dick Fink, a senior in psychology, is enrolled in the course on
drugs. "The class certainly does
not have the university environment in which people are afraid to
speak up," he said.
'Free Give and Take'
"In most classes you sit like a
bump on a log and absorb what
is said." He described the Free
University as a "free give and
take situation."
"I would like to see them continue next year," Fink said.
Alan Cooper is presenting a
course, ''An Alternative to Traditional Conflict Resolution,'' which
he said consists of "a recapitulation of nonviolence •.• where and
how it has been used since Rome."
Cooper said that in the seminars discussions had ranged from
Christ to Gandhi and the civil
rights movement in the South.
High Degree of Honesty
"There is a high degree of honesty here where people can say

what they feel,'' Cooper said.
"I wanted to leave the course as
uninstructed as possible so that
the things people were most interested in could be brought out,''
he said. "The seminar has been
run by the people who come to it,"
Cooper said.
Kathy Bailey, who attends the
course, said, "I'm not enrolled in
this course but I come. I enjoy
talking about it because J'm on
the nonviolent side. There are
many view points on nonviolence."
Ariother student in Cooper's
course, Douglas Hartman, said the
seminar is "an outlet ..• somewhere I can come and feel freedom, real learning/' He said participat.ion in the class made him
more ··frustrated with regular
classes."
"It' makes it difficult to carry
on other classes when you're excited about a class like this,''
Hartman said. He added that the
course might also be called "an
?.lternative to traditional types of
regurgitation."
Dr. James Snedden, professor
of philosophy at UNM, is teaching
a course, "The New Morality."
"We've managed to get inside
the topic," he said. "The students
talk with great ease. There is
more opportunity to talk than in
a regular class."
"I've been pleased with it on
the whole,'' Snedden said.

Year-End Fiesta
To Begin May 18
Fiesta will begin this year at
UNM with the Wednesday night
dance, May 18.
·
One Poster Picture
King and Queen candidates can
only wear name tags and can only
have one poster picture. These
candidates will be presented at
the Wednesday night dance, May
18.
King. and· Queen . elections will
be held on Thursday the nineteenth. Also on Thursday a fashion show will be held in Hokona
Dorm at 8 p.tn. A Mariachi serenade will be given for the dorm
girls at 11 p.m.
Friday is All Western Clothes
Day. Mariachis will perform in
the SUB cafeteria. The Dave
Kirby Street Dance is at 3 p.m.
Indian Dancers will put on a
show then. The Coronation begins
at six and Midway opens at Tingley Coliseum at seven. At 9 p.m.
the Hank. Thompson Dance will
start at Tingley•
Saturday Starts With Fun
Fiesta Saturday gets underway
at 10 a.m. with "Fun and Games,"
such as pig chasing, pie throwing
and tug of war. There will be a
barbeque with entertatntnent at
11 :3(). The Rodeo begins at the
Sheriff's Posse Grounds at 1 p.m.
At 8 p.m. in Johnson Gym the
Wee Five will perform. Fiesta 'ii6
will conclude with the Western
Dance at 10 p.m.

the Senate and to any committee
on request.
.;;:;.
Bill 8 makes it a Student Standards offense to mutilate or steal
materials from any of the UNM
libraries.
Fiesta, Homecoming Created
Bill 14 establishes Fiesta and
Bill 15 establishes Homecoming.
These are necessary since all past
legislation was superseded by tile
new constitution.
Bill 18 establishes procedures
for recording Senate proceedings.
·senate concurred with ASUNM
President . Dan Dennison's appointment of Rick Bolton as Legislative Administrative Assistant.
Senate President Jim McAdams
received concurrence of the Senate on the following appointment:s Tom Horn, Chairman, .:E'inance Committee; Penni Adri'ifll.,
member, Steering Committee;
Lynna Joseph, member, Union
Program Directorate; Tim Holcomb, Senate Chaplain; and
Chuck Worley, Sergeant-at-Arms.
16 New Bills Introduced
Sixteen new bills were introduced and referred to committee.
They include Bill 20, a resolution
about discrimination in listings in
the University housing office; Bill
21, an act declaring Student Court
meetings open to the public; Bill
22, an act establishing the student
discount service; Bill 23, establishing the ASUNM tutoring service; and Bill 24, establishing the
Senate labor committee to investigate on-campus working conditions.
"*-'"i
Twelve other bills were referred to committee and will come
before Senate along with the
above bills for consideration at
next week's meeting.

Fiesta Tickets
Tickets go on sale tomorrow for All Fiesta activities.
The special price is $6 for the
Hank Thompson concert, the
midway, the We Five concert,
the Western Dance and the bus
fare. Individually it costs $3
for Hank Thompson and the
midway, $5 for the We Five,
and $1.50 for the Western
dance.
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Final Home Meet
By JEFF KUTA
Collegiate Press Service

ART CARTER HANDS the baton to Rene Matison in the Lobo mile relay run in a whirlwind 3:06.6.
At right, George Scott and Ron Eller lead the pack of runners in the two mile distance event.
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Records Come and Go in Pack's Victory
Photos and
Story by
Pete Kendall.

OJ

Hugh Hackett's Lobos, in their final Albuquerque showing
of the year, achieved sky high marks in demoralizing Houston, Texas Western, and Abilene Christian in another of
their series of 100 plus performances. Among the outstanding showings of the night were a mile relay showing of
3 :06.6 posted by Carter, Matison, Rivers, and Head, and
Fred night's 14 seeond wind aided high hurdles.

ABOVE AT LEFT, vaulter Jon Caft'ey examines the pole broken
in practice before the meet. Bert Marks contemplates his eft'orts
for the night in the field events. Above, Web Loudat clears the
water barrier in the grueling steeplechase. Below, Eric Christiansen heaves the. javelin.
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CHICAGO ---A poison gas capsulelod
falls When
from the
door jam and
a Stud
exp es
. . ent walko,
into his room. Before he can
reach for a rag to wipe up the
inky mess, he notices that his
hand-the one he had used on the
doorknob---is smeared with an
ink-like
substance.
A letter
sent in a registrar's
envelope informs the receiver that
he has not paid his fees for the
spring quarter, then !'ambles on
as to how the registrar is planning to spend some time in Ruanda -Urba.ngi drumming up new
Students. Nea r the end of th!l letter the Stude. nt read'S',
"By the way, you have been
handling a paper impregnated
with
poison of phenyl
d a · contact
t'
oducts •
hy razme
sub s t't
I u wn pr
The poison should now be speeding through your system and you
Wl'll l1'!l gr•oaning on the floor."
The Hunt
"The Hunt" has come to the
University of Chicago.
Poison gas capsules, flame
throwers, stilettos, high-voltag!l
·
wires, las!lrs, con t act p01sons,
snake venom, and ordinary guns
are among the weapons being
h f h . 'd b
used in the ras o om1c1 es eing committed here,
.
.
An Oberlin College bramchlld,
played
in the
movie, on
"The
the Hunt
is based
a Tenth
game
Victim," which depicts a 21st century soci~Jty so frustrated by the
abundance of leisure time that,
to release suppressed anxieties, it
organized murder as the ultimate
means of recreation for whoever
wanted to take part.
Hunters or Victims
Participants were classified as
hunt~Jrs or victims; these situations were alternated after each
"kill." A person who kill!ld his
tenth vietim (this was possible
since the victim could kill his hun-

ter in self-defense) became a national hero.
A major limitation in the
adaptation of th!l movie version
to the campus involved the means
of effecting the kill. Both Oberlin
and Chicago students arc permitted to use an infinite variety of
devices providing the proven to
have b~en eft'ective in a real situation and no bodily harm is done.
Thus poison gas capsules are
pen cartridges; flame throwers
are aerosol shaving-cream cans;
stilettos are ball point pens; highvoltage wires are rubber bands;
lasers are nashlights; contact
poisons and snake venom are most
any liquids; and guns, naturally,
are water pistols.
No Bra-Gun
No female participants - not
even Chicago women - hav!l yet
attempted to use the bra-gun employed by Ursula Andress in the
film.
At Oberlin, an IBM 1620 comuter is used to match at random
students who have joined the
Hunt. On!l point is awarded to a
succ~Jssful hunter or a victim who
has killed his hunter; one point is
subtracted from the score of a
deceased victim or a hunter who

has killed the wrong person. The
first person accumulating ten
points · becomes a "Decathlon"
and has a party thrown for
Initiators of the Hunt at Chicago advertising themse1ves as
Directorate," have contributed to the evolution of the rules.
A time limit of 96 hours per killing has been set for increased
excitement.
Extra Point
Also, an extra point is graJ~~d
for an imaginative murder, w ·1 e
one point is docked from the scorE:
of a hunter who has mad!l no attempt to kill his victim, and two
points, not one, are subtracted
f rom th e score Of a hunter W
ho
h as k 1'lled th e wrong
·
person ·
S o wh 1'1 e a h un ter can r·ece1've
up to two points for killing his
victim the victim receives nothingThis
fo; makes
merelyiteluding
his hunter.
profitable
for the
victim to know the name of his
hunter and possibly set a trap
.
for him, but since this IS preeluded by the rules of th!l game,
the only way h!l can get this information is by bribing the Directorate. The rules clearly permit

hi~.

"Th~

such
a have
move.been approached 'Sev"We
!lral times but there have been
'
f t
t 1 ,
no concr!lt!l off!lrs, un or una e Y•
said Andrew Lachman, a secondyear student in the liberal arts
h t
1
!>irectorate.

·
d 't
t g
o
·
·
0
started a conversation with us
on H got J~ I?
alone " he ex- · knob to an electric current carryabout Mata Hari, and we "':~uld on . un usmess
'
ing millions of volts and amps
like to
that further, he
't f om Chicago news and such, so that as soon as you
said,
.
luCippyed rparticipants in the touched the doorknob, you were
Ser1'ous Motivesh' d
me Ia third
· round,
· ·
t ed ."
Hunt's
mcmera
Mike Starrels, a t 1r -year
Hunt representatives are presThis alleged murder was constudent in the college and the
tl at the Chicago Circle earn- tested on the grounds that no
other half of the Directorate, sugY f the University of Illinois wires "!ere
to the doorgested more serious motives be- P d 0 t Wellesley College in Ma'S- knob mther ms1de the room or
hind the Hunt.
an h a etts Oberlin's Hunt par- outside: A duel at twelve noon
8JCipan
"We
thought
it
would
be
a
go.odt
usts
outside the bookstore settled the
way of giving students some rehef
· number almost 200
,
matter.
from acadamic pressure, as well persons.
as bringing them together soPromoted Anywhere
'
cially," he said.
,
Starrels feels that if you can
Unlike their Oberlin counter- get Univ~Jrsity of Chicago st~Fiesta Holiday
parts, Lachman and Starrels do dents interested in the Hunt, 1t
The Stud~Jnt Affairs Commitnot use a computer to match hun- can be promoted anywhere.
tee has set Saturday, May 21 •
t!lr and victim •, instea d , t h ey t ry
What do student'S see m
e
· th
1966 as F1'esta Day Holiday.
to match women with men. Pres- Hunt? "A substitute f or f o,o, t- Ther'e will be some Fi!lsta. activenely about 25 per cent of th e ball " one student answere d · A 1·t1'es an Fr1'day even1'ng, May 20'
Hunt;s more than 80 participants cha~ce to play James Bond,'' re- but only Saturday clas'Ses will be
are women and the Directorate is pllh~'e;,2d;..a!;n~o~t~h~er:r.;.,;!:!B:J;!U:!_t..!s!!it~u!!:a~t~io!!:n!!:s:...l~i~ke:,_,.a:::ff:.:.e:::c::!t::;ed:::·:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l
urg1'nf· r~ore
to sign up.
"i'
"
Two Faculty Members
Only two faculty members are
·n the Hunt but Lehman is
now 1
'
.
urging them to join. ''We think
it's a great way for prof!lssors
3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond
to meet and become acquainted
with students,'' Lachman said.
C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)
Since the first distribution of
·
Hunt rules,
ab out th e m1'ddl e of
MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
April, an average of four persons
Week days 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
have joined each day. Starrels
d
ll f
Sundays
9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. ta 8 p.m.
said h!l had receive ca s rom
Open most Holiday•
persons outside the university, but
had to turn them down.
Free Deliver}'

pur~ue

pl~n~t·
d~

e~s

a~ta~hed

?~

~ow

Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy

255-5581
~co~l~le~g~e~a~n~d~h:a:·~f=o:f~t:~e=w~o=-:m:a:n~~~"~W~e~k~e~ep~t~h~e~H~u~n~t~c~o~nfi~n~e~d~t~o~J=============~=========:=:=:=:=::=:=:=:=:=:=~====~

Who'll fix the chicken soup
when you have a cold?
Life is full oftribulations, obstacles,

.

exigencies, crises, dilemmas, colds and VIruses.

Like the time you had the flu, with
temperature of at least I «?4a and .
complications ofneura1g~a, pleunsy, and all
that. You couldn't get out of bed. You had
no clean socks. And, of course, that was
the time it snowed.
That was the time you were glad you lived
at The College Inn. Glad you hadn't shared
that apartment with three or four other
non-cooking students. Glad you had,n't
taken that room over the garage, eatmg
your meals out.

There are a lot of other reasons why you're ·
glad you live at The College Inn. Ltke the
nice warm carpets. The eve~ centra! heat
(and'air-conditioning). The bJg walk-m
closets where you can hide from your
roommate. And that big, comfortable be<;!. ·

~.

'

There's the good food, and plenty ofit:No
gang baths. The weekly maid service. Good
place to study. The swimming pool! ,
Ping-Pong tables, TV lounge. And tt s so
close to classes. Has its own place to park.
Yessir when you think about it-~ mean,
really think about it- it's the best mvestment you ever made. The College Inn,
that is. A real good deal!

Because, who would have fixed the chicken
soup?
·

Schechter Will Talk
On Extremism Here
Harvey B. Schechter, authority
on cxtren1ist movements in the
12 western states, will speak to
a public meeting on Sunday, May
"
15.Schechter,
c·1v1'1
currently
Rights and Fact Finding Supervisor of tlJC Pacific Sout!nvcst Regional Office of the ~nt~-J?efam?
tion LeagUe of B'nat B l'tth, will
appear ·at the Anthropology LcctUl'C1 HaU on the campus at 8 Jl.l_u.
The meeting is open to the pubhc.
"Knowing Yottl' Left :from Your
Right: A IIut•d Look at ~xtrem
ism," will be the sUbJect of
Scilechtcr's mnjor address. He lms
wrtten extensively for pewspal!ers
and journals and recmvcd natw~
wide attention in 1962 . for hls
article in the New York, Times
Sunday magnlline c?ncermr:g the
responsibilities of hb_crals m
fight against extremism, left an
right.

-·

DEAN LEHMAN, at left, fails in his attempt to clear lli-6 in
Saturday's quadrangular track m4!et. Above, Mike Jeft'reys hurls
the discus in a practice attempt bef11re the night's action.
i

thd

~.

Qlli\llfY f'O()I) & UH>UIMi HlR Ml·N AN!J WOMFN

TliO College Inn
30~

ASH STREET, Nl; ·PHONE: 243·28S I

Make reservations now for summer and fall

•

I
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DOUBLE PL AY
Dear Editor
Friday's LOBO carried two
Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson front page stories, one is entitled
' Managing Editor --------------------··------------ Barbara Warne "Humanist Denies Life After
B usmess
·
S uperv1sor
·
------------------------------ R.IC h ard F reneh Death,"· and the other "Soul SesAdvertising Manager ----------------.. -------------- Richard Pfaff sion Airs Views on Legalizing
Morning Editor -------------------------------------- Bob Storey Abortion.'' These two stories cerSports Editor --------------------------------··---- Chuck Lanier tainly go together, for the first,
Staff Writers: Biii Waid, Ann Lehnhausen, Thomas Ormsby, Tish which is authOl'ed by Dr. Charles
Granger.
Lamont, denies that life exists
Business Staff: JoAnn Judith Bailey, secretary, James T. Bezemek, after death. The other story,
!!irculation manager, Richard McDonald, mail clerk.
which tells us the views of DunStaff: Lynne Frindell, Yola Gradi, Mike Montgomery, Kay Ambabo, can Simmons who advocates preChuck Noland.
centing or denying that very life
to exist.
Dr. Lamont, in his speech, sponFRIVOLOUS STRIKE
sored by the 'philosophy departTHE HUNTLEY-BRINKLEY Report on television yes- ment, asserts "The body and soul
terday evening had an interesting news note.
arc inseparable. They are bo1·n,
grow
and die together. The soul
They reported that a railroad workers union struck the
does not depart from the body
Long Island Railroad yesterday complaining that railroad after death.'' It would behoo:ve
executives were drinking on the job.
me imensely if Dr. Lamont would
According to Huntley-Brinkley, it turned out that the explain this statement thoroughly.
Is this first-hand information? It
executives were holding a cocktail party honoring the pres- . seems
that I have read statements
ident of the railroad. The president, they said, didn't believe similar to this, although they were
from the teachings of men such
in drinking and hadn't shown up at the party anyway.
as Hitler, Stalin and Karl Marx.
THE POINT is that the Long Island Railroad is the main
There are several statements in
· t th a t are
commutor transportation in and out of New York for Long. Dr. Lamont•s manuscr1p
open
to
debate,
however,
I would
Island residents. The union chose the rush hour to hold thei:P,
·
"I
25
of JUSt one:
n
years
little impromptu strike thus making thousands of innocent Iwrite
will go into a hospital t~nd h ave
people suffer for their gripe.
a new heart put in. T ha t WI'11 b e
my rel?surrection.''
First of all, some unions are growing too big for their
This would be just wonderful,
britches, Private enterprise, even if it is a railroad, doesn't for the prolonging of human Jives
exist for the benefit of the workers or the union. And this is with the transplanting of new
hearts, kidneys and other vital orsomething which unions can't seem to get through their gans
is acceptable, although to me
heads.
it is a temporary "ressurrection.''
As long as they get their pay and extra benefits, and we've What about a transplanting of the
"brain," which in Dr. Lamont's
never heard of a poor railway worker, we see no reason why case,
is already showing signs of
they should have any say in the way the management con- atrophy. What benefit would be
ducts it's business. Someday, if this present trend continues, gained if a new heart keeps
pumping blood into a brain with
we might find company presidents cleaning their coffee not
auditory, visual or sensol'J
breaks with labor leaders.
functioning ability? Here we have
THE SECOND GRIPE we have is the time they chose to a healthy body supp~rting a head
cannot see, hear or feel . . .
strike. Railway unions and other unions, especially those athat
walking Rick of Gibraltar.
working on defense projects or space projects, have this
I do agree with Dr. Lamont that
faith alone will not solve any
"strike and to hell with the public" attitude.
I do believe, however,
Nobody is arguing with the right of unions to strike. problems.
that my faith wi11 help me to meet
Without the right of strike there would be few if any unions these problems with added
strength, knowing that I a:in not
'ifnd that isn't particularly desirable. However, unions whose not
alone in my struggle. My
workers deal directly with the public welfare should weigh faith also strengthens me with the
knowledge that there is truly a
the matter of striking heavily before resorting to it.
after death, notwithstanding
They should never strike for anything as frivolous as life
the preachings of the athiest and
yesterday's Long Island strike. Unions must real~e along so-called. "Humanist."
Aasuming that I am right in
that with the right of strike they have certain responsibilmy
belief, and Dr. Lamont is
ities and if they ignore their responsibilities, somebody is wrong
in his, just think how
liable to ignore their right to strike, i.e., the public.
much better off I will be when I
come to the end of my road.
Paul S. Bundy

CIGAR-SMOKING WOMEN?

FEW, if any people, realize that a great experiment is
taking place right before their eyes.
The public is being conditioned through their mass media,
especially television, to accept a new order of things which
would have probably proved repulsive to past generations.
A certain cigar company that sells a short tipped cigar
~ith an interesting name has been campaigning to at least
double their selling market by inducing the women to smoke
cigars.
They face a two fold problem: first, they must actually
persuade women that cigar smoking is not only pleasant but
desirible; second, they must sell the public-at-large on the
idea of accepting women cigar smokers.
THEY STARTED their campaign with commercials that
included women in the background apparently admiring men
who were smoking cigars. Step .n,umber one was completed,
when they introduced women into cigar ads.
The second step was a little more daring. The commercials
included women again but they were no longer just admiring men, they were openly enveying them. Their slogan was
"Shouldn't a gentleman offer a lady a . . ." .
, _..Their third step was almost a clean breakaway. They interviewed women on television commercials who either said
they wanted to smoke cigars or that they did. They even interviewed a husband who said he found nothing objectionable
about buying his wife a box of cigars.
WE ARE breathlessly awai~ing the final and irrevocable
break away with a commercial showing a woman smoking a
cigar. We don't realy care whether women smoke cigars or
not, but if they are successful in getting the public to accept
something that has been traditionally frowned on we wonder
what will be next.
Cigar smoking women can't be taken as a serious threat
to anything, but there are ideas which, is administered to
the public through mass media conditioning that just might
come to be.
-Jim Jansson

----

TEDIOUS ARTICLE
Dear Editor:
Tom Isgar's tedious article on
the needless requirement of language study was in itself needless. I hope my rebuttal -will be
brief in contrast to his emotional
and Iong-winde darticle.
First of all, since when was materialism the criterion for a liberal arts ¢ducation? If studying
European culture is superior to
language learning, then why
eliminate language learning? The
individual should decide for himself which of the various fields he
is studying is useful and not have
this decision made for him by the
narrow demands of an inferior
student.
The philosophy of language
learning is very clear. In a
"shrinking world" men must
learn to communicate, and the
failure t~ communicate can only
result in absurdities such as the
Viet Nam war. Mr. Isbar feels
that, in addition, learning a lan•
guage per se contributes nothing
to a student's outlook and does
little or nothing to distinguish
a teacher with a narrow and doctrinaire approach to education
from a college of education from
the teacher with a more wellrounded approach from a college
of arts and sciences.
·
Mr. Isgar can cite three students who have been "seriously
retarded" in their careers by this
(language) requirement. Perhaps
they are them!lelves retarded mentally or academic:l.lly. His final
plea bears the mark of rabblerouging. Let's go and sign a petition • . . and elect Isgar all the
way.
•
All you frustrated, mistreated
undergraduates (he Eleems. to sa:r)

have an opportuni'ty to be heard
and counted. This is ridiculous and
farcical. An attempt at writing an
article critical of education has degenerated into a political speech.
·
· ·ty of 1sgar,
I questiOn
t h e smer1
Finally, I see no future in the
cynically materialistic, narrowing view of a liberal arts education. The demands that our society
makes for increased specialization
will be met only by not compromising international needs, Withdrawal from aU things foreign
cannot be compensated for by
translation. There will always be
problems in language learning as
there will always be problems
getting to know people. The answer to making friends with people and with words, then, is not
wholesale rejection but a slow
process of learning tempered with
mutual eare.
Howal"d M. Fraser
President, Phi Sigma Iota
Romance Language Honorary
DISAPPOINTED STUDENT

I am deeply disappointed in our
student newspaper, for I feel you
have disregarded some prominent
news, concerning representation
of UNM. In each issue of the
LOBO there are articles
dealing
.
y
with various athletic events. ou
give us news about the track

team, and the spring football
practices.
On April 29 and 30 the International Billiar~s ~a~pio~ship~
was held at t e bn IverFs1 Y.d0
Miami in Coral Ga 1es, 1tor1
d .a.
Over 12,000 students compe e m
the preliminaries and many ';'h~t
to regional tournaments.
IS
number was narrowed down to 12
people in the int~rnational turnament. UNM was represented by
two of these twelve.
In the March 23, 1966 issue of
the LOBO a picture with a couple
of sentences concerning this
event did appear.
· I would like to know why the
results of this tournament were
not included in some later issue
of the LOBO. I believe this news
was ignored purposely -or by .oversight by 'you and your staff. Since
you do not seem to know these resuits, I feel that I. ought to inform you.. Miss DeeBee Worthington placed second in the Women's
International
lntercollegiate Billiards competition. Tom
Livermore placed fourth in the
Men's International competition.
Again I would like to emphasize the fact that I believe that
this negligence is definitely not
upholding the standards of campus news coverage.
MelynWard

Religious Thoughts
by Charles Spooner
GOD ENTOMBED
Softly and tenderly Jesus is
calling, but where do we turn?
The door to our hearts has been
opened, but the doors to His
houses have been closed.
Many individuals have remarked how convenient it is that
the doors to the chapels and
churches are always locked. The
doors are locked, of course, to
protect the materialistic intriors
from vandalism and migrants.
This closing of the doors due to
this need to protect the material
things contained in the churches
takes us back to the days when
the temple had to be cleaned by
Jesus.
I would ask as Jesus then
asked, isn't this bouse a house of
prayer? Yet in the locking of the
doors to the houses of God, those'
people that are moved by God
have been deprived of the holiness
of God's house of prayer. The
doors pf the heart are open, but
the door to the house of .God is
dosed. Where do we tum?
We could turn to the religious
organizations on campus for a
place of prayer, but some individuals would remind us of how
closed these organizations are
also. For instance, one of these
organizations holds worship services only on Sunday evenings,
and some others are closed altogether on Sunday. Not only are
their doors locked in a literal
sense, but they are also locked to
the opportunities for truly simple
expressions of faith and prayer,
Their energies are 'devoted to
more sophisticated, schlastic pursuits and they seem to forget
God's presence. Where can we
turn?
We could turn to our fellow
man, but he tends to close the
doors to religious sensitivity. Our
fellow man tends to follow the collegiate trend and hammer the idea
around as if it were a mathematical of philosophical problem.
Truly we can ask the qUestion
that Jesus asked, ''. • • when the
San of Man cometh, shell He find
faith on the earth?" (Luke 18:8).
Billy Graham speaks of the
world's declining morality and the
coming evil as if we were in the
last days as it has been phophesied. Man is losing his faith. He
is seeking much with his .intellect
and falling away from the ehildlike simplicity of true faith.
Today, in relationship to what
we call faith, we are really tending to have double standards, and
through this we are falling from
God's spiritual world. We have
faith in one diredion and forget

it in others. For example, how
much faith dp we have in a car
or a plane or a train? We don't
all know how these vehicles work,
but we still have faith in the fact
that they work and that they will
get us where we want to go
safely.
If we can hold such £aith in a
man-made gadget of metal, wh:v
do we not hold faith in the even
greater living Christ and in God?
We arc closing the spiritual doors
to God because of our lack of
faith. We have become too faithless, too immoral and to separated from God. Yes, we as a society close the doors to faith and
prayer. We close the doors to His
house and His love; where do we
turn?
We should, of course, turn first
to God; this is what He would
want. We should tum today to
the living God by faith. We should
come to the God which .Moses
wrote about: "For the Lord your
God is a God of gods, and Lord
or lords, a great God, a mighty
God is He." Yes, God wants us
to tum to Him in simple faith.
It is our calling to turn to Him.
But yet, how much is the call
of God restricted? Where can we
tum to God in simple faith? Can
we bow our heads in prayer, sing
hymns to His praise, and try to
share His call? The society in
which we live restricts out response to God.
Our fellow man. frowns upon us
as we turn to God in any way or
manner. Religious organizations
clpse their doors or never open
them to prayer. They tend to be
too scholastic, to restrictive to
simple outpourings of faith and
lives of worship, The chapel and
church dors are locked. On every
hand the doors to true worship
are closed. God is entombed.
Where do we turn?
Softly and tenderly Jesus is
calling. Our hearts are opened,
but the society in whieh we live
has entombed our God. His moves
are restricted at every turn.
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Felini' s New Fi Im Features library Publishes

s~~!eLR~;ur~~~~"'· ~~~,?!.~: Book Finding Aid

The long awaited and lavishly
heralded "Juliet of the Spirits''
finally found its way to our city.
Having followed liberal magazine
articles which either tried to explain it or tried to downgrade,
it seems that both efforts fell on
their faces,
Upon leaving the theater, one
might reflect, "Gee, I loved that
movie •.. but I wonder why?"
. "Juliet" is Felini's latest effort, his first in color and his
crowning . achievement. It has a
plot, yet it doesn't. It has a message to offer, yet post-viewing
pondering doesn't conclude what
that message might be.
Vague? Yes, it is. But with
gripping profundity and absot•bing realism in an atmosphere of
beautiful grotesqueness. Juliet
is the central subject, but not the
heroine. She is the classic Freudian suppressed sexual neurotic,
a symbol of martyrdom in that
suppression, a Puritanical psy.
chotic, obsesses with carnality,
repulsed by intercourse and the
female shuntress who lives an
otherwise "normal" life,
The entire film is one psycedelic
experience, seen at times through
the omniscient camera and others,
through Juliet's perverse mind.
She delights in keeping company with odd creatures such as
Zen mystics, flambuoyant family
symbols and a host of wild offsets
whose only goal in life is the
absolute pursuit of hedonism.
She latches onto her neighbor,
a reaction formation lesbian who
represents an emotional substitute for Juliet's lacking fulfillment.
Or more correctly, each character with hallucinations is a substitute for her own fears •.• substitutes to whom she turns for
reason t•ather than righteousness.
"Juliet" is typicRl by Felini in
that it i-a. episodal. but

nc~vously

merged into the whole product,
though not until its conclusion.
Her hallucinations are filled
with all of the psychotic symbols

warped prudism, women for her
A new research tool published
companionship (to supplement by the Zimmerman Library should
her unfaithful l1usband) and an be of great aid to faculty and
at-ray of evil, ghastly faces, mere students who arc interested in
hnunting elements to "punctuate having a list of serial holdings of
what othewise might be taken as the library,
distorted realism. To say that
The newly-published list is
Juliet exists in her own sur- based on the serial rota1•y files
realism is an erro1·, for she ex- :which are located in the General
isted in a most real fea1· ... only Reference Room of the Zimmerthe viewer is exposed to the sur- man Library. The printed list is
current as of March 1, 1966 and
real aspect.
In all honesty, there is nothing has 13,172 entries including "See"
bad to be said about the film, and references.
one would either need the ability
The serials are listed alphabetito read Felini's mind, or have cally and include "ca11 numbers"
taken an LSD trip to fully under- for the publications. The list instand exactly what happened to cludes various government publiwhom, when and why, .
cations which have been cataloged.
But do not be duped into think- Uncataloged government publicaing this is a drawback fox:. active tions are to be found in the Alparticipation. The film is ·worth- phabetic Section of the Governwhile from whatever attitude one ment Publication Stacks in the
harbors. It is an achievement on library. Access to these items can
a higher order than the love and be obtained through the .Social
kiss schmaltz, or the epic tales Scienct's Department.
of woe. It could be a happy story,
The publication will be sold in
and it would seem to be as to- the Technical Services Division
ward the end, Juliet sheds her Office in the Library. The price
own perplexities, . and finally will be $2.00.
awakens to her own affliction. Her
visions vanish with her anxieties
and her reborn personality is
forever burned into the the audience.
All that remains is ... The End.
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NSA Applicants

Philosophy Club

Interviews for applicants f01•
the NSA congress will be held
this afternoon at 5:30 in the Activities Center of the Union.

The Philosophy Club will meet
Sunday, May 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
Room · 231-C of the Union. Mr.
Hownrd Sherman wi11 speak on
"Heraclitus and the Socratic
Apology."

Read the Want Ads

ICE
SKATING
at r·/CELAND
~- -- ·-- ____.-/"
UNM STUDENT NIGHT
Every Thursday- 7:30 to I0:30 p.m.
Regular Admission 90c- with J.D. Card 65c
Skate Rental 35c

5112 Copper SE

To KNMD
LISTEN

IN PARADISE?

FORMALS

Campus Key

WEDDING
GOWNS

It is urgent that all UNM or··
ganizations get their list of new
officers for the 1966-67 school

ycnr into tpc Activities Center by

not later than May 27 jn order
for the new Campus Key to be
p1·inted during the summer
months

Rents

Would you believe Yap?
Saipan? Truk? Palau?

And

l
l
1J

lj

Would you believe two years in the South Seas
working in education, health or public works?
There are problems in paradise, and th_e Peace

•
I

1127 CENTRAL NE

242- 5951 or 255-6521
1

·.'J

Corps has been asked to help solve them.

Il

..-·.,-----+

+·-··-~-:~~·-··-··-

This is a brand new program.

Sand and Sun's New Sandal Shop

On May 1, 1966, the Peace Corps was invited into

Now Open on Old Town Plaza

--~~~

Dial 255-8504

Peace Corps Volunteers

Alumni Meeting
The board of directors of the
alumni association "re asked to
make their reservations for the
annual spring meeting at the D.
H. Lawrence Ranch as quickly as
possible by mailing in a reservation card or by calling the Alumni
office at 277-4532 or 277-4543.

the Pacific Trust Territory which the U.S. manages
for the United Nations. Needed immediately are
liberal arts and science students who aren't afraid

,.___i

to work- hard.

A

It's one enchanted opportunity. ·

Candle Light
Ladies-V202 to ret11il

Big Sur

Fill out the coupon below and air mail it today.*

$12.00

Men's-M202 to retail

B

C

Collegio

$16.00

Ladies-V203 to retail
Espresso
$12.00
Men's-M20l to refail

$16.00
Carmel .
.
Ladies-V200 to retail
Villager
$12.00
Men's-M200 to relail

D

Athena

$16•00

Ladies-V239 to retail
Demetrius
$16.00
Men's-M239 to retail

r-----------------------------,
.

I
1
I
I

The Peace Carps I Trust Territory
Washington, D. C. 20525

I am interested in going to Micronesia (Pacific
Trust Territory) for two years as a Peace Corps
Volunteer. I am available to start training this
summer. Please rush me more information and
the special application by air mail.

$19.00

H•me (Please 'tiniJ

'I

CiiJ

Geology Lecture
Sigma Gamma Epllilon, national
earth science honorary for geology students, will present the
final lecture for the spring Distinguished Lecture Series Friday,
May 13, in Room 122 of the Geology Building, Dr. Peter Misch,
structural geologist from the
University of Washington, will
speak on "Structural Patterns in
Central East Nevada and parts
of Utah and ldaho.'1 The public is
invited with no charge for adnlis•
sion.

· · - '·•

--------~~~~==~~-----------------------------------

lhe "look"-the "feel"-the "hand crafted all-out.
appearance!" Today's look ••• yesterda~'s nostalg1a • ••
tomorrow's flair, appropriate always ••• like made to. order
but "lived in." Rugged leathers in casual rubbed gra10s
• • , contour-shaped soles that follow the foot
with barefoot abandon. Looks like hand ~~ulpture~. 11
Mated in his or her sizes •• , grekors are appropr1ate
••• so phone! write! wire ••• or come in.
201 Romero N.W.
Historic Old Town Plaza

Sand and Sun's New Sandal Shop features Your
Largest Selection from
$5.00-$35.00
(charge accounts invited)

$~J~,
$Uft

Dial 243-7909

Sl•le

(AC

)

Zip

c•••

(AC

Him! Jbone •fie<•
Jlo•••
L-----------------------------~
&""fll'

• Within 15 days of receipt of your special application (no
placement test is required of candidates for Trust Territory
tours) the Peace Corps will tell you, by phone, if you are
accepted lor training, You are not obligated by submiUing
an application •

. '".

·------~~-.-~----------111111111!1_"'!'!'!!!!1111!!!!11
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Chances Are Good for June Jobs

.•,'

Collegiate Press Sel'Vice
today's college graduate are due
The June graduate is likely to in part to the birth rate during
find many job openings waiting the Depression and World War II.
Low Density Area
for him. This is even more true
if he has one or more graduate
''Today's graduates were born
into a low density population era,"
degrees.
"We happen to be on the thres- he 'Said, "and the majority of the
hold when the forward movement jobs open to students will be just
of the economy is the best in his- for replacement needs.'' He said
tory," Dr. Paul W. McCracken, a that current college graduates will
University of Michigan economist, barely meet the needs of industry
told an audience at the University in the replacement of retiring personnel, let alone fill the many
of Texas.
job'
openings due to expansion.
Full Employment
Based
on studies in Kentucky
''The prospects for full employment in the decade ahead are ex- and Georgia, Dr .. Fulmer pretremely good," he said. Depart- dicts that the student with under~
ment of Labor statistics, he noted, graduate work in engineering or
forecast that over 1.4 million science coupled with the graduate
workers will be added to the job work in business administration,
is in the best position to "write
force from 1965 to 1975.
Most of this expansion will his own ticket" when it comes to
come in industry, Dr. McCt·acken job hunting.
Top Scholars
said. "For the private firm and the
He
said
that
student'S who have
large industry," he said, "we face
a decade of particularly rapidly been top scholars will find indusgrowing markets with relatively tries ready to hire them to staff
minor lapses from full employ- their growing research laboratories, and the "big man on camment."
,
A University· of Kentucky econ- pus" in the B-C scholastic range
omist, Dr. John L. Fulmer, said · will find ah excellent opportunity
that -the brighter job prospects for in sales and marketing if he has
the ability to get along wlth
people.
SMILE!
Dr. Fulmer said that jobs for
women
are on the increase and
SOUTHWEST SkdMe
that qualified Negroes are having
SHAVER SERVICE
an easier time finding the type of
Sells & Services
work they want than many had
previously thought. The Negro
situation will continue to improve
over the next decade, he said, as
discrimination breaks down in
The Close Electric Shave
more parts of the country.
Authorized Factory
Station
Survey Conducted
Robert B. Dengter-Owner
A survey conducted at Northwestern University showed that
210 companies will 'Seek to hire
13,542 graduating seniors this
year, an increase of 36 per cent
over 1965, and the same firms
want 2,444 graduates with master's degrees, up 45 per cent from
last year.
This survey also showed that
200 Third NW
. 247-8219
engineers, especially mechanical

J1b,e!fo®

engineers, are by far the most
wanted graduates, But this group
is in especially small supply because of a low enrollment in the
freshmen engineering classes four
years ago.
The survey 11lso noted that
other . trained personnel are
scarce because of the direct and
indirect effects of increased draft
quota'S. Some graduates will enter the military service instead of
business, while other:;; will seek
positions in teaching, government,
or defense industries in hopes of
securing draft exemptions. Still
other 'Seniors will stay in school
to work on graduate degrees and
maintain their student status.
Widely Available
Thus, while job openings are
more widely available, there are
fewer students willing to fill them.
These shortages mean that students are being offered salaries
higher than their abilities would
normally warrant. Many graduates will be able to bargain with
potential employers over starting
salary.
··
A survey of 110 sclio.'ols by the
College Placement Council shows
that starting salary offers to
graduat.es are averaging $663 a
month, up 4.4 per cent from the
1965 figure. Offers to students
with non-technical degrees are
averaging $564, a 6 per cent increase. The range in salary offers,
the report said, is from $545 a
month for a student with a degree in the humanities or the social sciencejl to $677 for a student

Professors' Meeting
The UNM chapter of the American Association of University
Profe'Ssors will hold a business
meeting Thursday, May 12> at 4
p.m. in Room 231 D-E of the
Union. All members are requested
to attend. Coffee and doughnut!!
will be served at 3:45.

Due to the New Mexico Medical
Association exhibit this week,
there will be no Wednesday night
dance tonight.

with a chemical enginee1•ing degree.
The salary offers for students
with graduate degrees are even
higher. UCLA reported that industrial firms had offered graduating Ph.D.'s starting salaries
up to $24,000 a year, with an overage offer of about $15.000.

Exhibition

bv

COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE
.TURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD TOWN

ALEXANDER WILSON

-First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N.E.

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center

'

298-1828

Fiction and Nonfiction
Children's Book•
Paperbacks
Bargains

.,.,,,

... ff,.•·. :·

7t~ilc!-et/

PinJ

SIMPLE AND. EXOTIC

I -

Luxurious and graeeful. So
1m11rt- so f11shion right Pins with
a fl11ttering touch. Heraldics Leaf Spr11ys - Circles - Bows, and
wh11t h11va you. Choose sever11l

from our large selection,
Gold and silver finishes. Matching
e11rrings llvllilllble.

\NESTCLOX

ME! AND I'll

NEW TRAVmE D'or-Eiegant
gold color case with Florentine
finish. Sunburst gold color dial.
Luminous.

SAVE YOU MONEY,

$3.95 up

TOO!
Jewelry
Department

Abre/co®

The Close Eler:fric Shave

.

®1966 North Amerlcon Philips Componv,lne., 100 Ealf 42nd Strut, New Yor,, Now York 10017

•'

t

City Residents Council elected
eight members to the Executive
Board for the next year at their
meeting last night at the Union.
Elected for a one year term
to the board were Rusty Bauman
Sheribeth Evans, Steve va~
Dresser and Nooley Reinheardt.
Cheryl Veirne, Linda Clark
John Legere and Colem11n Travel~
stead were elected for one semester. ______ ----- ___ ----Caucus Leaders Elected
City caucus leaders elected
were Harry Linremar NE quaddant, Rick Bolton, SE quadrant·
Sandy Buss, SW quadrant and
Albert Leffler, NW quadra~t.
In other business CRC heard
ASUNM President Dan Dennison
present his personal philosophy
of student government and the
role of CRC in student government.
There. is no such thing as student apathy, Denni'Bon told the
group, "Everyone has his own interest and if there is such a
thing as student apathy it is because student government has not
proyi~ed the programs to gain
their mterest," he added,
Student government needs to
e':al~ate the role of the student
wxthm 'Btudetn government and
"~ake it appealing to the two
thxrds communal population of the
student body," he said,
Lists Four Areas
He listed four areas in which
he asked CRC to participate: student. participation in the decisionrnakmg processes of UNM student J?ai'ticipation on the f~culty
commxttees, community action
px:ograms, and the Speaker's Program,
Denni.son said he had personally
taken an interest in all four areas
and listed his efforts to invite
Senator .Fulbright, Democratic
senato:; from Arkansas, Dean
Hu_tchm_s, former president of the
Umverstty of Chicago, and Hans
J.
Morgcnthau, internationally . kno.'':D professor of international
politiCs.

NEWS
ROUNDUP
(Continued from Page 1)
give the program a full year of
life beginning July first.· Under
the plan, needy families would receive federal payment'S to enable
them to find better housing.
Earlier in the day, both H.ouse
and Senate approved a money bill
that would keep the program go.
ing until at least June 30 the
pickup point for the later House
bill.
The House bill extending the
program beyond June 30 still
must go to the Senate. It would
provide ~20 million in contract!eting authority and $2 million
m cash to finance the federal rent
subsidies.
The rent money was part of a
$14 billion appropriation covering various federal activitie'S next

Page7

year, including space projects.
On the climactic roll-call vote
six Republicans joined 186 Demo~
crats to approve funds for the
rent program.
-aRadioactive Dust Falls on Japan
TOKYO - Scientists have detected l'adioactive dust over western Japan, less than 48 hours
after Communist China exploded
its third nuclear device. The
Kyodo News Agency reported
radioactivity was measured in
dust falling on the Japanese seacoast fa~ing the Chinese mainland.

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS
the· associated students bookstore
now carries contempor~ry magazines not generally
avQilable elsewhere. Ask for them.
e NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS

May Music Festival

e

A Festival of Music benefit recital for St. Pius X High Scho'ol
Sunday, May 15, at 8 p.m., will
feature performances by Florio
Butteri at the violin, a piano duo
By Louis McLeod and Ioli Giomi
a~d Kathleen Swanquist, soprano:
Tit:kets are 75 cents for students
and $1.50 for adults at the door.
The performance will be at the St.
Pius Auditorium.

•
•
•
•e

BULLETIN OF ATOMIC SCIENTISTS

e

COMMENTARY
NATION

e

POETRY

•

YALE REVIEW
NEW REPUBLIC

THE REPORTER

THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR
PARTISAN REVIEW

e

ENCOUNTER

e

EVERGREEN REVIEW

or

UNM Cappella Choir
Ends Season May 10

SSe UP

If you've never used em electric shover before, the Norelco 'FlipTop' Spoodshavor® is a great way to flnd out the easier side of
shaving. Its rotary blades stroke whiskers off. Never cut or nick.
They won't hurt yov. Neither will the price, which is about the
same as o year's supply of razor blades and shave cream.
P.S. If you wont to spend a little more, gel the f\lorelco Speed shover
30 (at right). 35% closer shaves. 'Floating heads,' too. And a
pop-up trimmer for sideburns. All the trimmings. From shave to
price, it's clear about any Norelco-you can't get stung!

City Residents
Elect Executives

No Dance Tonight

SDI!
SHAVING EVERY
DAY IS SUCH A
UGH-DRAG!
WHAT CAN SAVE
MY TENDER,
BEAUTIFUL SKIN?

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

The UNM a cappella choir under the direction of Dr. Do~glas
McEwen, will present a concert
Tuesday, May 10, in. the Fine Arts
Center Recital Hall.
, The prog~am, slated to begin at
8.15 p.m., IS the concluding concert m the group of this year'!!
choral presentations.
A variety of selections will be
Performed, including "Two Polish
So~!'s" by Gomolka; the "Sanctus from a Palestrina mass, and
short works by Handel, Haydn
Mozart, Brahms and Schubert. '
The public is invited to attend
the concert, which will be free of
charge.

Final Concert. • •

(Continued from Page 1)
Will Play Wagner
The selection from "Tristan and
Isolde" by Richard Wagner which
~ill be sung by Jeanne Gtealish,
IS f!o~n. the ~?mposer's later style,
~Xhibitmg a chromaticism" which
m~uenced
many
subsequent
writers.
, Benjamin Britten's work, "definItely a masterwork/' provides
pe~haps unexpectedly "a good
br1dge from Wagner to Badok.''
The composition by Bartok, to be
played last, is important to the
ears of . our present music students. "They must become ac~uainted with Bartok, for he is
hke a new language in music "
Dr. Frederick stated,
'
Finally Dr. Frederick wished to
• c~early ~nd emphatically present
his grat1tude to the Associated
Students for the help, in evex•y
way, which they have extended to
the UNM Orchestra. He and I
anticipate an excellent concert tomorrow; as many students as possible should avail themselves of
this distinguished music.
Read the Want Ads

•
•

Expanding military and commercial business
h~~ created even more openings.
. '

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
r~u. have yet had to make, we suggest you consider
JOimng us at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most every?ne e!se, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits,
rncludrng our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Progra":'. But, t.ar more important to you and your
future, 1~ the Wide-open opportunity for professional
gro~t.h \ylth a c~mpany that enjoys an enviable record of
stabrhty. You w~ll be working on challenging new prob·
lems of propulsion.

r----1

I1

IIAMt _ _

II

~-------------

STREET ADDREss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I

And. make n~ _mis~ake about it •. , you'll get a solid
fee~mg of sat1sfactron from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense
as well.

I
1

CITY & S T A T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

SCHOOL-:--~------------

I

1

Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in: MECHANICAL
• AERONAUTICAL_ • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR APPLIED MECHANICS.
For more specific information (and immediate action)
concerning a career with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write
~oday (?r _use coupon) to Mr. William L. Stoner, EngineerlOg Bwldmg l·A, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
·

I
I

1.._

DEGREE(S) _ _ _ _ _ _ GRADUATION DATE

___ _

------

_____

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
__,II

SPECIALISTS IN POWER • , , POWER FOR PROPULSIONPOWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDEMILITARYAND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS,

Pratt & Whitney ~ircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EASt HARTFORD, C~NNECTICUt
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

·u

DIVISION 01" UNITED RRA~T CORP.

An Equal Opportunity Em;:-ioyer, M & F
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Carroll to Speak

SPORTS PAGE

On English Writer
Dr, John Carroll, 36-year old
English scholar at the University
of Toronto, will lecture tonight at
8:15 in the Union Theater 'at
UNM on the novels of Samuel
Richardson.
Dr. Carroll, Phi Beta Kappa

EDITOR CHUCK LANIER

Fills Vandenburg Opening

'

'•

Clarence Robinson, Darrell Rich
Are Appointed Traclc Assistants

Clarence Robinson

Sport
Shorts
The Lobo track team has turned
out the best performances in 9
out of 17 events in the VVestern
Athletic Conference. Rene Mati·
son leads in the 100-yard dash
while teamate Bernie Rivers has
the fastest time for the 220.
Other team members are leading the . field in the following
events: 440 Ken Head, 880 Pat
Cox, two-mile . George Scott, mile
relay team, 440-yard relay team
and Clarence Robinson in th~
triple jump.
-oThe Lobo basketball team may
be helped with the services of 6-9
junior college transfer Ron Sanford. Sanford who is from New
York City plans to transfer from
Ft. Dodge Junior College in Iowa
to UNM.
While playing at Ft. Dodge this
year Sanford averaged 22 points
per game in leading the team to
a 16-4 record. Sanford is a graduate of VVingate High School
where he was coached by Hy
Rosenstein before coming under
the wing of Gary Huselt of Ft.
Dodge.
Sanford said that he was very
impressed with the new stadium
now under construction on South
Campus. He also said he would
enjoy playing basketball under
coach Bob King.
-aAthletic directors and faculty
representatives of VVestern Athletic Conference schools will hold
their annual spring meetings in
Provo, Utah, May 18-21.
The directors will meet on May
18 to work out the conference
games schedules and also study
a P!oposed policy with regards to
radio and television projection of
athletic contests.
The faculty members will meet
to decide on eligibility rules concerning junior college transfers
and rule on special eligibility
hardship cases.
The directors will also consider
a reque~t by the national rules
committee that the conference exper.iment with a proposed rule
which calls for teams to take the
b!lll. out of bounds for the first
SIX fouls committed against nonshooters each half.

Cadet of Month
Clyde Eric Fulton is the top
cadet for May in the Air Force
ROTC on campus. A fourth-year
student majoring in secondary
education, Fulton was graduated
from VaHey High School and
served as a firefighter with the
NM Air National Guard. He is
n.ow a member of Arnold Air So·
Ciety, an honorary organization
~or upperclassmen at UNM. He
1s also a member of the cadet drill
team.

International Club

ln~ernational Club is holding

electiOns. on Sunday; May 15, at
p.m. at the New Mexico
Umon. Nominations for the presi·
dent and Vice. president will be
accep~ed by any of the executive
comm1ttee members. All members
of. t~e club are urged to attend
th1s Jmportant meeting.
'7:3~

will work with the shot, discus
and javelin performers.
Hold UNM Records
Both men had record perlormances as they appeared in iheir
final home meet at UNM stadium
last Saturday night.
Robinson had · a !;15 foot 5%
inch leap in the long jump, and
a 50 foot 8%, foot jump in. the
triple jump to end his long career. Rich had a career best of 57
feet as he won the shot put Saturday night.

Yell Leader Tryouts
Are Set for May 12

Reservalians Advisable
Dinner 5:00 to 9:30 p.m.
Sunday Dinner Noon to 9 p.m.
Closed Monday

2c

A & L

I~{

J. Jonp.s, Mgr.

'i,

~,

Gt!EETING eardll for every oeealllon. Con·
mPoi'IU7,. Mother'• Day. A.,o Quality
~edding Invitations. Gresham's Ho118e of
.nallmark, 3501 Lomu NE.
FLYING studenfil check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
oflcr.. Many additional features at no
""tra cost. Call Southwestern Skyways.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted. Southwest, entire
W est & Alaska. Beginning oalary varies
1 rom $5000 in New Mexico to $7000 it!
Alaska. . Southwest TC!8ch1!111 Agency
1303 Central NE
(Mayi
ON CAMPUS AND SUMMER JODS
AV AILft>BLE. A ltt'e&t Ol>POrtunlty for
aggrC!ISaVc college students ro eam a high
inoom<!, distributing material to eollege
campus"" all over the United States Com·
blne summer travel with large l>I'Oflfll or
work Plirt-time on your own. camPus
Fa!l jobs ar<! aiM availabl~ Contact: Col;
leguo.te-Dept.. D, 27 East 2Znd St., New
York, N.Y. 10010, 6/11, 12, 18,

No. 109

'

utonomy

e ate
Ouestion Is Raised
On Ouolificotions"
Of Closs leaders

••

i
I

,i·r·....
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I

I
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I

I

ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

llt!ti'Jtitll

UNITED AIR LINES
An Equal Opporruniry hnplover
'

}'I~~NIN~ A~ENTIVELY to a stude:!'ts _question ~t yes~erdays bitch-in ~re f~om left to right, Dean 'Harold Lavender, Dean Springer

oe '?tntes, eathn Uat!mey! and Dean Whiteside, The discussion was held at part of the spring cpnference· on the University sn..n""red. by'
Comma ee on e mversaty,
·
.--·--

NewPr~grom_Set

..::··

summ~r?

Complaints Are Voiced

~J~~~~ AI UNM Gripe Session

Prado museum (above) on your
list And be sure ou
checks. They're good everyWhere in the

wo~ld.

Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National City Banks

243-0588.

NEEDED: Coura~~:mWI yooilg women and
mm to crusade for freedom of VOLUNCall 877-9167.
6T1A1!tY,nMOTHERHOOD.
. •• ..... 13, 16. Ill

Thursday, May 12,1966

•

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
SEE YOUR
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE

g~~ fh~~n~ig advan~~ehis81Tfster ref~~~05~~~;~:s~:"~J~~elers

PERSONALS
GREETING cards for every oeea.ion. Conte,'!'}'orarv, Graduation, !father's Day.
A ~ QHuality Wedding Jnv1tatiolll!, Gresha
~s
o118e of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas

Vol. 69

'

If you are mamre and flexible,. like rhe responsibility of "being on your own" and gain sarisfaction
from serving others, apply now for clas; openings
in 1966.

-

So whata ya want fer Free? ?

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR. OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
.501 YALE S.E,
247-08.58

Have you considered becoming a Unired Air Lines
Srcwardess?
It's nor all rr.•vel and glamour. You work odd
hours, · are frequenrly away from home and always
on rhe go.

DIAL 344-3182

EXIco LoBo

DISCOUNT TO

Qualifications: 20-26 years, 5'2"-5'9". conracr lenses
;md gbsses acceptable.

Goi~g .t'?

HADASSAH Sale. Boob, remrds, printe.
lrem.ll entodoua values. Sunday, May 16, 11:00
•
6:00 P.M.. Old Town Plaza. 6/11,
12., 13.
SMl'JIH..CO~ONA "Sterling" portable type..
wr1ter With ease. Exeellent eondition.
$~0. See. a~ Room 159, Student Publiea·
t10na Building. 21'7-(002, 6/2, (, 5, 6.
FOR RENT
FUR~'f!ED :room, walking diatanee to
Umvers1ty, AIJeolutely private cntranee
and bath. Call 242-9572.. 5/2-5/13.
FURNISHED Houaes lo Apartments. 212
Cornell SE, 4 bedroom, SIOO : 2.21 Princeton SE, 2. bedroom, $100 : 209 Stanford
SE, 3 broroom, $85: :l20Y.aC Columbia
SE, 1 bec)room,. $55. Pay own utllitieo.
Open qunng day - investigate at your
conven1ence. (May).
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to? UNM stndottbl on aU machines,
Fr\'C PICkUP, & delivery, E II: E Typewnter Servtce. 2217 Coal SE, phone

i

'

Special Girls in 1966

.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•
4 lin., ad., 65~--' times, $2.00. Inautions
mua~ be. subm1tted by noon on day before
P.oblieatJ~n. to Room 159, Stodeot Publicabono Budding. Phon" 2.77-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE

EW

'<l:j

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

Coach Hugh Hackett has announced the appointments of Clarence Robinson and Darrell Ric
as assistants to help him with
next year's track squad. They will
serve to fill the opening created
by the dismissal of Wayne Vandenburg, who will take the head
track coach job at Texas Western.
Both Graduate
Robinson and Rich are members of this year's team and will
graduate this year. Both will become graduate students and work
with the varsity and freshman
squads.
Robinson who is the NCAA
champion in the long and triple
jump will work with the off seaso~ conditioning program, in the
weight room and will help the
jumpers on next year's squad.
Rich, who is the second best
shot putter in the history of UNM

Practice for cheerleading tryouts for next year will be held on
Thursday, May 12, at 3:30 in the
street shoe gym of Johnson gym.
There are no restrictions on
who may become a cheerleader.
. Any boy or girl regardless of
classification or grade point is
eligible to tryouts. Students who
are unable to come to Thursday's
practice are asked to call Laura
Low at 242-0052 or Redd Torres
at 247-2813.
Tryouts for cheerleaders wiU
also be ~m Tuesday, May 1'7, in
the evenmg.

from the University of Illinois
and a former Fulbright Scholar,
earned his doctorate at Harvard
University in 1960..

...until you lose them!
Other leading travelers checks, like First
National City travelers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
But if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and lime-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wail?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

freshman, foreign student, or
transfer student.
The aim of the program is to
reduce the dropout rate of students at the university and to try
to get the student to aim for some
goal on his arrival on campus,
said .Janie Stowers, chairman of
the orientation revision commit;.
tee.
Continuing Orientation
The originators of this revised
program want to present. to the
incoming student the "why" of
his being in college by confronting him with a continuing orientation throughout his four years
or more at the university.
The orientation is set for September 12-14. The first day will
be devoted to the philosophy and
mechanics of an education. There
will be several general sessions
and then the group will be · di-

Complaints about tuition, draft slliilitr of a coinp1aint by· UNM
deferments, bookstore prices, and to the draft board.. Certain uncourse reiJuirements were among identified specifics· of the Selecthe gripes aired by students at tive Service regulations need to
the "bitehe-in" in the Union Snack be changed, said Lavender. He
Bar VVednesday. The affair was said that the University will abide
sponsored by the Committee on by all regulations but does not
the University in conjunction with necessarily have to agree with
the annual Conference on the them.
University.
Students blasted what they
Six UNM deans answered ques- termed "unfair" bookstore prices.
tions and complaints by students One student said he bought a book
and attempted to explain the Uni- in the bookstore that cost him
varsity's policy regarding each about four dollars more than the
question or to give the view of an publisher's recommended price.
administrator where there was no· Another said he bought a book
for $8.50 and the resale value at
definite policy.
Draft Deferments
the bookstore was 50 cents.
High on the list of topics unIn reply to these charges Dean
der discussion was the subject of Lavender said that the bookstore
draft deferments for students. operated as" a money-making
Dean of Students Harold Laven- business, not a cooperative ender stated that there is the pos- terprise, and that the bookstore
had been operating at a deficit

vided
sions. into small discussion sesVisits Colleges
The second day the new student will be left on hill own, after
a short general·assembly, to visit
the various coiJeges on campus.
The third day will be devoted
to career day. Discussion groups
will be held on specific areas of
study available to the incoming
student.
This year the "Meet the President" reception line has been
(Continued on page 8)

until last
year.
Requirements
P .E.
Dean Chester Travelstead of
the College of Education reported
that the physical education re.quirement was being examined.
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge ·of the

Freshmen
Orientation

checks, you don't have to worry. There are more
tha~ 20,000 places around the world authorized
to g.'ve yo~ a fast ;efund-right on the spot!
Frrst Nalronal Crty travelers checks come from
the l~ader in world-wide baDking, and have
been th u~e over 60 years. They are known and
accepted m ~ore than a million shops, hotels,
restaura~ts, a1r terminals, etc., the world over.
Next trme you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks.
They cost just one cent per dollar.

All those studimts interested
in working as student orientators during freshman orientation next fall are asked to pick
up and fill out student government applications which are
available in the activities center.
. The forms are to be turned
into the student government
secretary no later than May 27.
Those accepted will be notified
of orientation plans during the
summer. Any additional infor·
mation may be obtained by
calling Janie Stowers, orienta.
tion chairman.

First National City Bank Travelers Checks
Sold by banks everywhere
UEMHEfl Ftbtf!'AL t:tPO"If Ul!ll.lftliltCC: t.niJPniiAfiO/l

Elect.lon Defeat
Blorned on· Error

Student Court, last night, handled the touchy job of the suit of
Steven L. van Dresser vs. the
Elections Committee. Van Dresser
brought suit against the election
committee after it was learned
that his name had been left off
every thirty-sixth ballot used in
the spring election.
In the proceedings last night
Van Dresser claimed that the
election committee had not taken
sufficient effort to correct the error.
He won a position on Senate,
but becauSe he was number 13
will be forced to run for reelection
next fall. Jerry Reed who was
number 12 in the balloting is just
13 votes ahead of van Dresser.
Mistake Found
Accor~ing to Ward Koeberle,
elections cdmmittee chairman, the
error of the omission of van Dresser's name was discovered between 9 and 9:45 a.m. Letters
were sent to the poll workers asking them to check that each ballot
had 35 names.
A copy of the letter could not
be found, but student government
secretary, Hazel Ann Isgar, who
(Continued on page IJ)

creation of rules.
"lt will 'be up to the commit- ,
tee, to the best of its ability, to

College of Arts ;.lid SCiences iotat- · decide whQ J• -P•ble of teachthe language requirement ing," Brannen said. "J?'eQpie whO""':
would not be reexamined for sev- are able to show they are exeral years. .
perienced in what they want to
Other topics of hot interest teach would IJUalify," he said.
concerned women's hours and the
Jack VVeber, a member of the
degree to which the university Committee on the University,
should be "In. Loco Parentis." Ra- presented the original proposal
garding the elimination of all for a free university to Student
women's hours, Dean of W.omen Council. "I'd be against strict and
Helen Whiteside said that to give fast regulations," Weber said.
women the same degree of freeAnyone Could Teach
dom as enjoyed by men would
"The feeling of the Committee
entail more "freedom" than would on the University was that anyone
perhaps be wise. She said bow- who had a background to teach a
ever, "H you really want it, we'll course people are interested in
do it." She stressed the need to should be able to teach," he said.
be absolutely certain before de"I'm not so sure that there
ciding.
should
be any stated criterion.
"In Loco Parentis"
is
no way of judging perThere
The problem of determining the sonal qualifications,"
Weber said.
proper degree, if any, to which
An
instructor
in
the
Free Unithe university should be "In Loco
versity,
Dr.
Karl
Koenig,
profesf.,
Parentis" · was hotly debated.
sor
of
psychology
said
he
would
Deans Lavender, Whiteside, and
"reluctant
to.
see
any
kind
of
be
Travels~d all presented their
regulations
because
this
would
views as to the university's responsibilities to the students, their tend to stultify the program.''
"I'm rather inclined to allow
parents, the state legislature, and
anyone
who wants to teach relastly, the nation's other colleges
(Continued on Page 4)
and universities.
ed that

Order Causes Dispute

By CHUCK LANIER
asked Trvdik what action the
Members of the student body court could take against them .if
have voiced concern about the they failed to comply with the
alleged power of student court to order.
issue summons and orders to camGrades Withheld
pus organizations as well as to
Mark Shaw, president of Alpha
students.
Phi Omega, said they were told
The concern arises out of a that their transcripts and grades
court order) delivered to Alpha could be held up if they failed to
Phi Omega · service fraternity comply. "A student body senator
which called for the organization and member of our own fraternity
to produce six men to conduct was unable to find anything in the
a recount of votes cast in the last ASUNM Constitution that conelection.
doncd such action by the court,"
To Recount Only Part
• Shaw also stated.
The recount ·was to be limited
Bill Vicery, chief justice, said
to the votes cast for Chuck Wor- that action could be taken against
ley and those cost .for Lynna any member of ASUNM for failJoseph and came about after ure to comply with a court order.
Worley petitioned the court to "Dean Lavender has to support
hold the recount. Only one vote us by withdrawing grades or
originally separated the two can- something,'' Viceey stated also.
didates for Student Senate.
Court Can Summon
The court order was delivered
Bill Fox, court clerk, said that
to Alpha . Phi Omega by court the court had the power to sumjustice Wayne 'l'vrdik at their mon which is granted to the court
meeting May 5, last week. After by Article 5, section 1 of the
reading the order the members " , Constitution, which states that

.•

'

•

Two members of the Free University Committee have indicated
they plan to seek authority for
the committee to establish a policy of delineating qualifications
for teachers in the program.
"VVe think there need to be some
regulations about who teaches,"
chairman of the committee Sandra
Abernathy told the LOliO. "VVe
don't want people to feel they
can just step in."
Jeff Brannen, a member of the
committee, said that they intended
to t;,lke their plans to the CC)rn·
mittee on the University which
originated the idea of a free university at UNM,
Organization Needed
"Regulations would give the
whole thing some organization.
This is necessary," Brannen said.
He said regulations are needed
"to prevent someone from, say,
talking on hallucination · drugs
just because he has read something on it."
Brannen described this semester's Free University as "sort of
a trial." Plans for expansion of
the seminars, be said, require the

"the judicial power of the Associated Students, with the exception to perform a specific duty
vested in • , . a Student Court •••"
Upon being questioned about
the constitutionality of the court
being able to order an organization to perfor rna specific duty''·
Dean Lavender said, "that noth·
ing in the constitution says court
may order them to do it that I am
familiar with.''
Has No Prerogative
Lavender also stated that he
would have to examine all the
facts more closely but concerning
the facts that have been disclosed
so far he stated that "if these
facts then are correct, then they
don't have the prerogative."
Concerning Vicery's statement
that there is support from the ad·
ministration in taking action.
against people who fail to comply
with court orders, Dean Lavender
said that there is "no relation·
• ship of this nature between the
(Continued on page 7)
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